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September 5, 2019

Honourable Joyce Murray, P.C., M.P.
President of Treasury Board
Treasury Board of Canada
President's Office
140 O'Connor Street
Ottawa, Ontario

Via email: joyce.murray@parl.gc.ca; rcd-dcmr@tbs-sct.gc.ca

Dear Minister Murray:

CCSPA is pleased to provide our recommendations regarding Treasury Board’s June 29, 2019,
publication in Canada Gazette, Part I, Regulatory Modernization – request for stakeholders comments.
Since the announcement of the regulatory reform agenda and innovation in February 2018, and the
statements in the Fall Economic Statement 2018, CCSPA has been working with your officials and
appropriate officials in their respective Branches within various Departments.

CCSPA has been, and remains committed to, working with this Government on supporting an efficient
and effective regulatory climate for businesses; so they can be competitive at home and abroad.
Historically, the issue of “real” regulatory reform has been a challenge for both industry and
government. With this new focus of “supporting innovation”, we are ready and willing to work with you
to achieve our collective goals to find meaningful regulatory change. CCSPA provided two submissions
to Treasury Board for the 2018 consultations on this important topic. We worked tirelessly to engage in
the process of the first Regulatory Modernization Bill this spring by bringing a key issue forward during
the legislative process. We will again include this in our submission for this consultation and the next
Regulatory Modernization Bill.

As you know, our members’ products are regulated by various Acts, regulations, guidance, and policies
across the Government. We have a unique perspective on how regulations can foster innovation and we
wish to provide you a list of examples of where we can inspire innovation in our industry. We also wish
to make some additional recommendations to achieve the Government’s goals. Our 35 member
companies are in 87 facilities across Canada. Our companies manufacture, process, package and
distribute consumer, industrial and institutional specialty products such as soaps and detergents, pest
control products, aerosols, hard surface disinfectants, deodorizers and automotive chemicals.  We are  a
$20 billion industry directly employing over 12,000 people, with annual exports of $1 billion.

As part of our commitment to work with regulators for effective outcomes, our 2018 60th Anniversary
Conference was focused on Regulatory Excellence ~ Building & Preserving Public Trust. Given Canada’s
world class regulatory systems, we are looking into the future to see how we can collectively support
innovation and business investment through your new regulatory reform agenda. This was an excellent
forum and we thank all of the officials from your Department and others who contributed to our event
and forum in a meaningful way.
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Our submission will include 4 annexes to address the specific consultations. CCSPA would like to make
special note that officials at Health Canada have initiated on a key issue included in our September 2018
submission – the streamlining of review processes for disinfectant and sanitizer products. With this
commitment, Canadians are going to have access to new technology and our members will be able to
compete in a North American marketplace. We are looking forward to the one review process being in
place for April 2020. This is a significant outcome, highlighting the importance of the role this new
initiative plays. We are also appreciative that direct to consumer sampling for disinfectants were
included in the regulatory package under the CUSMA legislation - another success due to the ability to
highlight areas that have long needed reform. We are appreciative and look forward to resolving other
issues that deliver against the regulatory reform agenda.

A specific issue that requires immediate remedy is the legislative requirement under the Hazardous
Products Act (HPA) to retain a “true copy” of a label for workplace chemicals. The cost for our members
to comply with the “true copy” requirement is prohibitive and is realized throughout the entirety of the
Canadian supply chain. This unusual paper burden, unique to Canada, is a disincentive to innovation and
keeping business in Canada. We respectfully request that Treasury Board carefully consider our
submission (Annex 4) and include the removal of the “true copy” provision under the HPA in the
upcoming Annual Regulatory Modernization Bill. We have also included two proposals for Treasury
Board’s consideration for the regulatory sandbox initiative. CCSPA would recommend that the next
Regulatory Modernization Bill be introduced and reviewed by Parliament as a separate bill, and not
housed within the government’s budget legislation. This will allow the appropriate discourse and
analysis to take place in both houses of Parliament.

In our submission from 2018, CCSPA highlighted two concerns with respect to delivering against this
new agenda. One is ensuring that the regulatory reform agenda includes innovation as part of that
discussion. CCSPA would recommend that the Treasury Board guidance documents used for developing
regulatory proposals be reviewed to ensure they include the goals of innovation and regulatory agility.
Currently, most do not; and if they do mention the word “innovation”, it is only mentioned once. As an
industry that is regulated by a vast number of laws and regulations for our products, we find the
discussion around innovation missing from most discussions with Government during the development
of future regulations. We are hopeful that this initiative will spur the discussion and have those
important questions asked during regulation development. By including the term innovation in pertinent
regulatory development documents, this will be achieved. We wish to ensure our members can provide
safe, beneficial products that are innovative and can prosper in a competitive Canadianmarketplace.

We would also recommend that the term “incorporated by reference” be clearly defined by Treasury
Board in a guidance document. There is no clear definition that industry or regulators can point to in a
document and we find the term being used/misused in many regulatory discussions. All regulators are
not aware that incorporation by reference is an innovative tool. Clear guidance on the benefits of
utilizing this tool need to be developed by Treasury Board for departments.

We are encouraged by the government’s progress in regulatory reform, especially the work that has
been undertaken in the regulatory development space. Consistent and transparent engagement
between departments and stakeholders works to ensure the implementation of good regulation and
allows companies to continue to grow and remain competitive. The use of Regulatory Impact
Assessment Statements (RIAS) and Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) provides industry the tools to
meaningfully contribute to this process. CCSPA would like to take the opportunity to note that legislative
development would benefit from this type of transparency and engagement with industry.
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We have also noted with interest the various initiatives currently underway to ensure that regulatory
frameworks are up to date and that stakeholders are made aware of upcoming reviews and potential
regulatory changes. The Regulatory Roadmaps provide industry a useful tool to better understand the
mechanisms departments will use to address issues identified by stakeholders that affect economic
growth and innovation. The department specific Forward Regulatory Plans provide transparency and
assist industry in anticipating and planning for regulatory changes in the short term. When additions are
made to these forward plans (aside from 24-month updates) departments should ensure stakeholders
are properly notified. We also appreciate that the Fall Economic Statement introduced the use of
regulatory stock keeping; however, we note that not all departments have undertaken this initiative and
there exists no clear guidance for regulators to follow. We recommend that Treasury Board monitor the
progress of regulators in meeting this objective.

The Canadian government has set an exciting new direction for refining regulatory oversight. CCSPA has
been supportive of this new direction set out within the recommendations of the Economic Strategy
Tables and the Barton Reports. Positive change has started to emerge through the Fall Economic
Statement and in the Regulatory Modernization Bill stemming from Budget 2019. CCSPA looks forward
to working with this government on delivering an agile regulatory system that acts as a catalyst for
investment and innovation1.

Sincerely,

Shannon Coombs
President

Attachments (7)
Attachment 1: Annex 1-Targeted Regulatory Reviews
Attachment 2: Annex 2-Red Tape Reduction Act Review
Attachment 3: Annex 3-Legislative Changes to Regulators Mandate
Attachment 4: Annex 4-Regulatory Modernization Bill
Attachment 5: Appendix A-True Copy Slide – Industry
Attachment 6: Appendix B-True Copy Slide - Member
Attachment 7: Appendix C-CCSPA’s April 15, 2019, submission to the Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Finance

cc Honourable Ginette Petitpas-Taylor, Minister of Health
Monique Lugli, Chief of Staff, Minister of Health
Peter Wallace, Secretary, Treasury Board
Tina Green, Assistant Secretary, Treasury Board
Jeannine Ritchot, Executive Director, Treasury Board
Stephen Lucas, Deputy Minister, Health Canada
Simon Kennedy, Deputy Minister, ISED
Christine Hogan, Deputy Minister, ECCC

1 https://www.budget.gc.ca/aceg-ccce/pdf/investing-in-a-resilient-canadian-economy-eng.pdf
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